either or both of the two versions. This paper will attempt to locate the All Souls Deuteronomy version of the Decalogue within the history of the transmission of the text and to illuminate some of the text-critical questions concerning the Decalogue. The witness to the Decalogue found in the All Souls Deuteronomy is firmly in the tradition of Deuteronomy 55-21, but has been infected by the Priestly tradition at one crucial point (see below). In addition, it preserves unique readings at several points.
A transcription of each commandment of the Decalogue as found in the All Souls Deuteronomy follows (line numbers refer to the transcription for ease of location; please refer to the photograph for the actual column and line numbers of the manuscript. Deut 5:l commences at the beginning of col. 2). The word vacat indicates an empty space in the m a n~s c r i p t .~ Following the transcription, I will give textual notes dealing with the Decalogue, collating the important witnesses to Deuteronomy and Exodus against the All Souls witness. I will also collate the evidence of the Nash Papyrus6 The sigla are as follows:
The MT of Deuteronomy according to BHS The critical reconstruction of the Old Greek text where no significant variants exist A F M (y) (z) [the symbol (-) indicates that not all of the manuscripts in a group agree on the reading] Vaticanus The catena texts d in) P t7
The Hexaplaric text The Samaritan Pentateuch The Syriac Peshitta The text of Targum Onqelos The Vulgate These empty spaces do not coincide with s&tCmbt or p&tCh6t as found in the MT. In fact, they are not meant deliberately to indicate a space in the text, rather, they seem to be the result of avoidance of bad patches on the leather. 6 The Nash Papyrus is a papyrus manuscript, found in Egypt, which W. F. Albright dated to the second half of the second century BCE. It contains the entire Decalogue (mainly following Exodus) and the Shema' on a single leaf. It appears to have been a type of lectionary. For further information and bibliography see \V. F. Albright, ' : 4 Biblical Fragment from the blaccabaean Age: The Nash Papyrus, " JBL 56 (1937) 145-76. For my text of the Nash papyrus (hereafter PapNash), I am using the anonymous transcription published in RB 1 (1904) 142-50. These minuscules are designated by J. Ziegler as the Lucianic text (Joseph Ziegler, "Zur Septuaginta-Vorlage im Deuteronomium," ZAW 72 (1960) Ruprecht, 19781 20-30) . However, these manuscripts consistently fall together and often contain independent readings. I therefore agree with Ziegler that these minuscules form a major group and feel that, although an Antiochan provenance is by no means assured, it may sen7e as a convenient label MEx The MT of Exodus GEx The Old Greek of Exodus SEX The Samaritan text of Exodus This paper is set up in the following manner: the commandment as it appears in the All Souls Deuteronomy is given, along with the chapter and verse of Deuteronomy. The text-critical notes follow; the All-Souls reading is given, then the witnesses which agree with it are collated, followed by a large bracket! Following this bracket the readings which differ from All Souls are given. (The siglum ) indicates that the witness does not contain the 44 reading.) Finally, I will discuss the preferable reading. In the case of minor variants, a discussion will be omitted.
The First Commandment
Deut 5:7 Line 1, 5:7 ;i?;i7 M , S, PapNash, Syr., Tg., Vg., MEx, SEX] cf. G, GEx, which have the ~l u r a l eaovrur, a result of the ~l u r a l noun and adjective P l l l l H P?;I?N.
The Second Commandment
Deut 5:8-10 513l +DO 75 ; i V Y n NL) i v~i nnnn y i~x i w~ 5unn D 1 n w 2 i w~ n i n n Line 1, 5:8 5131 G, S, Syr., Vg., MEx, GEx, SEX] 53 M , Tg. Line 4, 5:8 '313N M , G, S, Tg., Vg., MEx, SEX] EYO E L~L GEx: 'n' 'n' Syr.
The verb "to be" is not necessary in the Hebrew ~h r a s e ; it was supplied by the Greek translators. It is a characteristic of the xutye recension to distinguish between l33H and ' I N by using the verb etpr with the former and not It will be noticed that I do not collate the evidence of the phylactery texts found at Qumran.
The reason for this omission is that all the phylacteries present "mixed" texts, which are not useful for text-critical purposes. The interested reader is directed to J. T. Milik, "Tefillin, : ' DJD 6, with the latter, but I have not found a similar pattern in Deuteronomy? The Syr. has been infected by GEY at this point. Line 5, 5:10 ;IVlY] ;ivy1 M, G, S, Syr., Tg., Vg., MEx, GEx, SEX.
Line 6, 5:10 9nllYn G, S, PapNash, Syr., Tg., Vg., MEx, SEX] lnlYn M.
Waw and yod are virtually indistinguishable in this script; therefore, the 4 4 reading is materially uncertain. However, M' s reading makes no sense in context and seems to be the result of confusion of waw and yod (note also the reading of MEx); therefore, it seems likely that 4 4 has the preferable text with G et al.
The Third Commandment
Deut 5:11 Line 1, 5:11 ; i l ; i 7 (second occurrence) M, G, S, Syr., Tg., Vg., MEY, SEX] xup~o; o 0eo; oou GEY. The Greek of Exodus is exhibiting assimilation to a common formula, which appears earlier in the verse. however, it may be argued that the preposition in the tradition of G is an addition for clarification. 7nn~i 1 1 2~ in31 1131 in^ MEX: 1121 inn23 531 71nnl 711w 1nnNl 173Y i n n 1 3 n ;inN GEx, PapNash:
The Fourth Commandment
Several observations can be made. First, there is great variation in the presence or absence of the wau: conjunctive. Second, the Priestly and Deuteronomic traditions show reciprocal influence. Third, this manuscript is unique for its paucity of the wau; conjunctive, while M shows the greatest use of the waw conjunctive.
It is possible to separate the Priestly and the Deuteronomic traditions.
The Deuteronomic tradition consistently contains lllnnl l l l w , while
Exodus does not in all cases. The presence of 1 1 1 1 3 n 1 111V in GEY and the Nash Papyrus can be explained as the result of the influence of Deuteron~my.'~ Once separate lists have been isolated for the other witnesses to Exodus and Deuteronomy, the preferable versions of those lists must be reconstructed. Studies [rev. ed.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 19611 181) , and, of course, the provenance of the Nash Papyrus is Egypt. GEx and the Nash Papyrus must stem from the same Hebrew Vwlage, at home in Egypt, which was, in this instance, influenced by the version of the Decalogue found in Deuteronomy.
In order to do this the presence or absence of the waw conjunctive in the various lists must be accounted for. First, each list contains several elements which can be grouped into sets of two: son-daughter, manservant-maidservant, and ox-ass (in the case of Deuteronomy). The clue to grouping these may be found in the phrase lnnN1 772Y. 7nn~1 (with the conjunction) is found in every single version. Making the phrase lnnH1 112Y a paradigm, I would phrase our groups of two as follo~vs: 711nn1 VlV, lnnN1 112Y, ln3l 733.
Second, there are several elements in the list which stand alone: You, your beast, your sojourner. Since they stand alone, they should be considered in relation to the groups of two. ;in# must stand alone as the primary addressee, followed by the group specifying the family. The word lnD;i2 raises two questions: should it be preceded by waw and should it be preceded by k?
It may be argued that in Deuteronomy lnD;i2 serves as the climax of the "animal" group, and therefore should be joined to that group with 5 4 .
However, in the Priestly version of the list, it immediately follows the "servant" group. 4QDtn and GB do not have 52 before lnD;i2. It was only after lllnnl 7 l l W were added in the Deuteronomic version in order to specify to which beasts the list was referring (lists have a tendency to expand), that 52 was added to 1nn;rn to make it the climax of the "animal" group."ll Finally, 713 stands alone as the final member of the household. I prefer to place a conjunction before it since it ends the list and the conjunction makes a smooth reading. However, its absence in 4QDtn may indicate that the conjunction is not original.
Thus, I have reconstructed the more primitive version of Exodus as:
And the more primitive version of Deuteronomy as:
Line 5, 5:14 l91YV3 1VN 1'13 M , G, S, Syr., Tg., Vg., MEx] o n u p o t x o v EV cot G E , GEx. The Greek reading appears to be a synonymous variantJ3 l 1 This would fall under the rubric of lectio breoior. It might also be argued that the conjunction was added before i n n 7 3 when the animal group was added to the Deuteronomic text, and that the original reading was lnnn3. My personal preference would be for inn73 without the conjunction, but there is no support in the Deuteronomic witnesses for this reading. l 2 Frank Moore Cross has argued against the inclusion of the conjunction before i n 3 on the grounds that conjunctions are added rather than deleted. This is certainly true (Cross and D. N. Freedman observe that the conjunction is frequently introduced at the beginning of cola where it originally did not belong. See also their appendix, giving a table with the evidence for this practice in 2 Samuel 22 =Psalm 18 [Cross and Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (SBLDS 21; Missoula, MT Scholars, 1973) 291); however, in this case we can argue that the conjunction was omitted in 4QDt" by haplography. Given the grouping of pairs in this list, we feel that the conjunction is original.
Lines 5 and 6, 514 l l n 3 7nDN1 773Y n13l j~nL) M, G, S, Syr., Tg., Vg.] ) MEY, GEx, SEX, PapNash. This phrase is unique to the Deuteronomic version of the fourth commandment.
Line 5 . . . 1wipL) were triggers for haplography in the early stages of the writing down of the fourth commandment, but if they were, both infinitive constructs have disappeared in most witnesses (the second possibly being part, with ME\: nJ7l D3 1VN ' 13 nN1 P77 nN V7N7 nN1 D7DV7 nN 7 1 7 ?IVY D7D7 n V V 7> 17V1p71 Dl7 nN 71;i 7 113 1 2 '1y 7Y73V7 Dl73 (xar rqv flalaaoav GEx). This is the reason given in the Exodus tradition for the sabbath commandment. The Nash Papyrus has the Exodus version of the Decalogue, which has been infected by Deuteronomy, just as 4QDt" is a Deuteronomy manuscript that has been infected by Exodus (pace Albright et al.) .
replaced by a finite verb in Exodus); the first, however, according to the mechanics of haplography, should have remained. It is possible but not very likely that both should have disappeared, leaving only a few witnesses. We know, however, from the Samaritan Pentateuch and other witnesses, that at this period conflation was occurring in the text of the Pentateuch. It was not unusual for the texts of Deuteronomy or Exodus to be expanded with the parallel passages of the other.'4 This phenomenon is known as harmonizat i~n ?~ As Emanuel Tov states, harmonizations may be intentional or unintentional. Both types seem to be present here; the first, the presence of the first 1W?p5, is unintentional harmonization (or reminiscence) of the text with the Decalogue in Exodus. The second, the addition of the Priestly reason for the sabbath commandment in 4QDtn, appears to be intentional. The evidence of the Nash Papyrus, where the same harmonization occurs but yields a different text, would lead to the same conclusion. It is striking that this type of harmonization of the text of the Decalogue was not more widespread; the two different versions have reached us in largely pristine exemplars. q~~n NL) n n n ~f , m n NL)
The Fijth Commandment
In addition, there are the orders found in Hos 2:4 (HL) 2JIn NL) nY7n NL) qHJn) and Jer 7:9 (THJn NL) nY7n Nf, 3Jln Nf,).
The first order may be termed the "Old Palestinian" order, since all the manuscripts which make up the "Old Palestinian" group are represented, that is, GA C 0 , S, SEX, as we11 as M, MEx, and its daughter versions, Syr., Syr.Ex, Tg. and Vg?' 4QDtn exhibits the "Old Palestinian" order. In fact, all the phylacteries so far published from Qumran which contain the Deuteronomic Decalogue use the "Old Palestinian" order (i.e., 4QPhylb, 4QPhylg, and 4QPhyU). In addition, Josephus (Ant. 3.5.5); Matt 5:21, 27; 19:18; and Mark 10:19 all exhibit the "Old Palestinian" order.
The second order may be termed the Egyptian order, since Vaticanus and the Nash Papyrus (both Egyptian texts) preserve it. Also, G c (not Egyptian texts) have this order. In the NT, Luke 18:20; Rom 13:9; and Jas 2:ll exhibit the Egyptian order. In addition Philo preserves this order, as might to Deuteronomy, and that most of the witnesses are conflate. However, we have no evidence for the shorter reading in Deuteronomy Therefore, we have given the explanation above as the more likely cause of the corruption. l 7 Cross discusses the "Old Palestinian" group in some detail: "By 'Old Palestinian' we mean the text type current in Palestine at the end of the fifth century B.C. (sic)" (Ancient Library, 189 n. 41) . Emanuel Tov has disagreed with the use of the term "text type" ('A Modern Textual Outlook Based on the Qumran Scrolls: ' HUCA 53 [1982] 19). He is correct to advocate caution. However, it appears that we can at least talk about groups of texts; that is, texts that exhibit agreement in error and other peculiarities against other texts. In Deuteronomy, the complete witnesses to the text of Deuteronomy are MT, LXX, and S; therefore, these witnesses serve as a norm by which to arrange groups of texts, although they do not necessarily contain the bestpreserved text within the group. be expected from his Egyptian provenance. The third order is unique to the Old Greek of Exodus.
It seems clear that the "Old Palestinian" order was original to the text of Deuteronomy, since Vaticanus alone in Deuteronomy is not considered a reliable ~i t n e s s ?~ It is also likely that the Egyptian order is original to Exodus, since there is strong Greek evidence for it outside of Egypt (as well as the Nash Papyrus). The order of M and S and the daughter versions in Exodus may be explained as the result of the influence of Deuteronomy. Therefore, I have two orders, one reflected in the original text of Exodus, the other in the original text of Deuteronomy. Beyond this, however, text criticism will not take us. The original order of the sixth, seventh, and eighth commandments in the most ancient version of the Decalogue is not clear.
Lines 1 and 2, 5:17, 18, 19 NI L) MEx, G, GEx, S, SEX, Syr., PapNash (where extant)] N51 M, Tg., Vg. The c a w conjunctive is not original to the negative commandments. M and S using YPV, and the Egyptian group (I am assuming that GEx and PapNash agree, as usual) using N1V. N1W appears to be original in Deuteronomy, while 73V may be original in Exodus. These appear to be ancient variants.
The Ninth Commandment

The Tenth Commandment
Deut 5 Several variants present themselves. Two can be easily resolved: the presence of the direct object marker in the Nash Papyrus and the addition of conjunctions before N5 in the various traditions. These are prose particles which crept into the text and can be eliminated!g The first major variant among the traditions is the second verb. The MT of Deuteronomy (and its targums) has ;ilNnn, while all the other witnesses have innn. I would restore the more difficult verb ;iNlnn as the preferable reading, viewing the second innn as leveling through from the first verbFO
The second major variant involves the word order. The Priestly and Deuteronomic traditions are thoroughly confused at this point. Text criticism is not helpful, except to show that there is a tendency to level through the order "wife. . . house" (all our later witnesses preserve this order). G . E.
Wright (among others) has suggested that the order of Exodus is earlier, and that ny2 in this context means "household," with the list that follows specifying that which belongs to the household. Later, when the wife gained an improved status, the list in Deuteronomy reflected this improved positionF1 William Moran, however, uses the Ugaritic legal contracts with their lists of possessions to prove that the list in Deuteronomy can be every bit as ancient as that of Exodus and implies no special status for women. Ugaritic lists are usually headed by the word for house (bitii), which can mean "house," "house and land," or "land." It often appears in the formulaic expression bitii ii eqlii, "house and field." When it appears in this expression the word order is fixed. The other formulaic expression that appears in these Ugaritic lists is the phrase "everything belonging to him," which concludes the list in every case. Thus, the typical scheme of the Ugaritic legal documents is "house and field + specifications + generic closing formula. The order of the parts is rigid. This is precisely the order of the list in Deuteronomy after the second verb (see below). Typologically, then, the list of Deuteronomy is very old. As Moran states, "If this is a typical list of common possessions subject to sale, l g Cross and Freedman note that the direct object marker appears very infrequently in ancient texts (Ancient Yahwistic Poetry, 28) .
20 As William Moran points out, the verbs are practically synonymous, so it cannot be supposed that one represents any "refinement of moral standards" over the other ("The Conclusion of the Decalogue," CBQ 29 [1967] 543, 545 
1~15 i v~ 531 i i n n i i i i v i i n n~i i n~i
MEX.
There are almost as many lists as witnesses. In two of the lists, a certain amount of expansion has taken place. The list of G and G E x has expanded because of the influence of the list in 5:14 (the addition of inn73 5 3 ) . 71V and Pi3 appear together many times in the Hebrew Bible, including Exod 22:4; 1 Sam 22:7; Jer 32:15; and Neh 5:3,4,5. This explains the Syriac expansion. Neither of these expansions is to be taken as pointing to the original text. The reconstruction of the original list may be approached as was the list in 514, by placing together the groups of two lnnNll13Y and i i n n l 1ilW. It may be argued that the groups without the conjunction, witnessed by 4 4 , are preferable. However, it may also be argued that these waws dropped out of 4 4 by reason of haplography (since the preceding words end in waw). At the end of the list, all the other witnesses agree on 1~15 ivN 531, which serves as the climax to the list. This leaves the problem of 177W. If it is original, it should stand alone, and should not have the waw conjunction (as in 4 4 , M , S, SEX, Tg.). However, MEx does not contain l77V. This raises the question of its originality The list in 514 above does not contain l77V, and the tradition of MEx may have deleted it under that influenceQ4 Therefore, I reconstruct this list as:
l y i 5 i v~ 531 i i n n i i i i v innw imy i77v
22 Moran, "The Conclusion of the Decalogue," 548-52. Moran gives as an example the list of RS 16.148 + , which is a royal grant to a certain Takhulenu. The list reads "his houses, his fields, his menservants, his maidservants, his oxen, his asses, e~~erything else belonging to him:' 23 Moran, in fact, does suggest that in the original list of commandments, Deut 5:21a and 5:21b were two separate commandments ("The Conclusion of the Decalogue," 554). If this is so, then Deuteronomy would be earlier than Exodus, Exodus stemming from a period when the two separate commandments were put together, with "household" at the head of the list.
It is clear from the above discussion that the witness to the Decalogue found in the All Souls Deuteronomy does stand clearly in the tradition of Deuteronomy At 512, All Souls contains l D V , the verb of the Deuteronomic tradition. All Souls uses, at 5:12 and 5:16, the phrase 717' 11Y lVN3 ly7?N, which appears only in the Decalogue of Deuteronomy The phrase l l l n m l l l V (5:14), in the household list, appears chiefly in the Deuteronomic tradition, infecting the Old Greek of Exodus and the Nash Papyrus. At 5:20, Deuteronomy contains NlV instead of l P V , a reading which 4QDtn shares. Finally, at 521, the All Souls shares with the other witnesses to Deuteronomy the word order nVN, nY2. So much, then, is clear. Can it be placed within a group of witnesses in the Deuteronomic tradition? There are only two cases of shared error in the All Souls' witness, at 5:16 (commandment 5) and 5:21 (commandment 10). At 516, 4 4 agrees in error with M, S, and the daughter versions of M; at 521, with G and GEx. There is not enough evidence here to draw a sound conclusion. When discussing the order of the sixth, seventh, and eighth commandments, I noted that the All Souls was a witness to the "Old Palestinian" order (as opposed to the Egyptian order), as were all the published texts from Qumran. This, again, does not allow us to draw any conclusion, except to say that there was a tendency at Qumran to level through the "Old Palestinian" order.
The most striking thing about this manuscript is the conflation evident in the fourth commandment. Clearly, in this period the distinction between the Decalogues in Exodus and Deuteronomy had become somewhat blurred (witness also the earlier Nash Papyrus). However, this conflation certainly did not occur in all witnesses, at Qumran or elsewhere.25 So once again, there is not enough evidence on which to base a judgment. What finally must be said is that the All Souls Deuteronomy bears witness to a text of the Deuteronomic Decalogue, which is, with one important exception, almost free from error and very close to what may be presumed to be the original text of the Deuteronomic Decalogue.
